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FYI- from today's call.
From: Chang, Richard
Sent: Wednesday, December 01, 2010 2:32 PM
To: 'Burns, Shawn'
Cc: Yerokun, Jimi; Gauntt, Randall 0; Ross, Kyle Wayne; Schaperow, Jason
Subject: Actions from Today's Call
Shawn,
Just wanted to record our call to make sure that I heard things correctly.
Sandia's Actions
1. Shawn will be sending me a list today of other NRC projects SOARCA team members are working on,
so that I can get my management to help prioritize the work.
2. Shawn will try to add more staff members to finish SOARCA (e.g., David Louie)
3. Shawn will get back to me by 12/10 a carryover analysis
4. I will be expecting an e-mail from Kyle Ross by this Friday his thoughts on the ECST issue
5. Mark Leonard will be sending his Appendix A white paper in by this Friday.
6. Shawn will followup with Mark Leonard on the barium issue (i.e., need to have people look at the code)
- please commit to a date for me.
Discussed during other calls:
1. Shawn will schedule a future Appendix A plant fact check call
2. Shawn estimates that Appendix A will be complete by the end of January
3. Shawn will schedule an Appendix B status call.
Things I would like followup on:
1. Has Nate been working on Appendix A (e.g., STSBO EP timing with SST1)?
Items I have committed to do:
1. Once I receive your list of other NRC projects, work with my management to prioritize the work.
2. Review the funding status of the project.
Shawn, I appreciate your availability to meet with me this past week on a number of issues. If it is okay with
you- I will work to keep this list of items current so that you don't get a flurry of various requests from me all of
the time.
Please let me know if I remembered anything incorrectly.
Thanks,
Richard Chang
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